Your journey to an exceptional
experience starts here …
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Welcome to
a London icon
If you’re looking for a mobile venue to make your special
event sparkle, then why not consider hiring our classic
Routemaster.
Stylish and prestigious, the much-loved Routemaster is
more than simply a means of getting from A to B. Our
Routemaster will transform your event into something
truly memorable.
This is why …
For more than 50 years, Routemaster buses ran daily on
many bus routes into, and across, London until they were
retired from regular service in 2005. During this time, Routemaster buses became an integral part
of the London scene and were photographed by visitors to our capital from around the world.
You, too, can re-live some of this history by hiring a Routemaster for your special occasion.
Our Routemaster is registered as RML880 and that has significance in the bus world because it was
part of a small, initial trial of specially lengthened vehicles. That is good news for our customers as
this type of bus can accommodate up to 72 guests, giving you room to spread out.

It’s all about you!
Our Routemaster can add some real pizzazz to your event.
It can be fitted with an appropriately worded destination
blind and decorated with balloons and bunting. We can even
provide goody bags packed with your choice of contents.
Here’s just a few of the ways that our Routemaster can help
with your transportation needs. Your event is as individual as
you are so this list is just a guide as to the possibilities.
Weddings: Make your special day even more memorable
by transporting your guests in style between the marriage
venue and the reception.
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Corporate events: Our Routemaster makes a great centrepiece for a static display or as a formof
transport to take business leaders to and from an event.
Birthdays and anniversaries: If you’re recognising a major milestone in life, organising atour or
a day out by Routemaster for you and your friends can make a memorable celebration.
Race days and sporting events: Make a day out to a sporting event with your friends
something special – and nobody has to drive!
Filming and TV work: London buses have starred in all kinds of live footage and
documentaries so if you’re in need of a Routemaster for some filming, your search stops here.
Prom nights: Attending the school prom is an exciting milestone in the life of a young person.
Arranging for a class to travel to and from the event in a Routemaster not only adds to the sense of
occasion but gets everyone there and back safely.

Our Routemaster,
your crew
Your hire includes the services of a uniformed, professional driver and
conductor who have been trained to the highest standards in safety and
customer care. With our professional crews, you can be assured that
you’re in safe hands.

Here when you need us!
From the moment you make your initial enquiry
to the time your special event concludes, you
can be assured of first-class customer service.
With 125 years of experience in public transport
behind us, we are one of the oldest bus operators
in London so your event is in good hands. We
are here throughout to answer questions, provide
reassurance and generally ensure that everything
runs like clockwork on the day.

If you have an idea of the type of event you’re
planning and its timing, then why not contact us
for a ‘no strings attached’ quotation. Simply send
us an email with some details of what you have
in mind and we’ll respond at the earliest possible
opportunity, but always within 24 hours.

E: Commercial_uk@ratpdev.com

T: 020 8400 8400
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We tailor our quotation to your needs so that you
only pay for what you need. With us, there’s no
‘one size fits all.’

A historic undertaking
To re-capture the nostalgia and the ambience of the
1960s, we undertook a major refurbishment project
recently to return our Routemaster’s interior to a more
authentic design. Virtually no area of the saloon was
left untouched in this refurbishment. Seating was
re-upholstered in more traditional colours and surfaces
were given fresh paint in shades more reminiscent
of the time that the Routemaster was launched. All
interior metalwork was given a deep polish until it
shone like new. Finally, the exterior received fresh
paint in its original shade of red.

If you would prefer a modern touch over the classic look
then we can also offer you a new Routemaster vehicle.
Please request when booking.

RATP Dev Transit London
Garrick House
74 Chiswick High Road London
W4 1SY
T: 020 8400 6665
www.ratpdevtransitlondon.com
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